ABOUT THE PRINTS
Prints are available on Canvas, Aluminum, or Fine Art paper, and are produced by a
professional printing company. The sizes and papers available for each image were selected
by the artist as being the most appropriate for the image based on a number of factors:
Images that have been cropped or taken with lower resolution cameras cannot be printed as
large as other images without degradation of quality. Keep in mind that camera resolution is
not so much equated with image quality as it is with maximum print size. In most cases, I
have been very conservative in setting the maximum print size available for each image, and
if you are interested in having a larger size made please contact me.
Canvas and Fine Art Paper prints are printed on a state of the art printer capable of producing
prints up to 60 inches wide and 20-30 feet in length. Maximum print size for Aluminum prints
is 40x60 inches.
Aluminum prints come with a recessed mounting frame and hardware, which allows the print
to float 1 inch off the wall surface.
Gallery wrap canvas prints have a 2 inch border which is a mirror of the outer 2 inches of the
print face. If you order a print with a 24x36 inch face size the actual print will be 28x40 inches
to allow for covering the edges of the 2 inch stretcher bars, and there will also be an extra 2
inches of unprinted canvas around the outside to allow space for the framer to grip the
material when stretching and stapling the print to the stretcher bars. Because of this, gallery
wraps have a maximum length of 52 inches on the smallest dimension for the actual face size.
Multi Panel images are available for many of the images on the website. Common panel
layouts include 3 equal panels, 3 Panels with wider center and narrower ends, 4 panels, 5
panels, and 6+ panels. In large installations using multiple panels eliminates the issue of
maximum print size as the image can be broken up into sections that are within the
printer�s capabilities (maximum smallest dimension is 52� for canvas and aluminum panels
cannot be larger than 40x60�). For example, a 32 foot long print could be printed on 7 or 8
panels to fill a large wall space. If you are interested in a multi panel image, please email me
the image title and approximate size required, and I will send you sample images of the
various panel options. Please send inquires to jorn@jornolsen.com . Note: When mounting
panels on a wall, the normal spacing between panels is 3-4 inches, which needs to be
accounted for when determining the overall size for the image.

Every type of printer, ink set, and paper type has a different color gamut (range of colors that
can be printed) and colors can noticeably different across various types and brands of paper.
We have tried to select the paper and printer combination that does the best job of
replicating the qualities of color and tonality in the image. Please contact me, if you wish to
have an image printed using a paper that is not currently offered for that image.
For canvas and fine art prints, there is an option to have 2 coats of an environmentally
friendly coating applied, which protects the print from ultraviolet rays and moisture, and

eliminates the need to frame the image under glass. This coating is not necessary for prints
being framed under glass that has UV protectant properties, as most commercial framers use
this type of glass. The archival rating for canvas and fine art paper is 125+ years in a typical
indoors setting.

